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Barely Undercover Sarah Castille 2017-08-31
Three Weeks With Lady X Eloisa James 2014-03-25 The next fabulous romance by New York Times bestselling author Eloisa James. Having
made a fortune, Thorn Dautry, the powerful bastard son of a duke, decides that he needs a wife. But to marry a lady, Thorn must acquire a
gleaming, civilized façade, the specialty of Lady Xenobia India. Exquisite, headstrong, and independent, India vows to make Thorn
marriageable in just three weeks. But neither Thorn nor India anticipate the forbidden passion that explodes between them. Thorn will stop at
nothing to make India his. Failure is not an option. But there is only one thing that will make India his . . . the one thing Thorn can't afford to lose
. . . his fierce and lawless heart.
In A Bad Way Karin Tabke 2015-10-11 What happens when Mr. Suit and Tie meets Ms. Wild Style? A chemical reaction that leaves them In A
Bad Way! A missing stripper sister, the Russian mob, a smoking hot FBI Agent and the enigmatic woman who lies at the center of it all, is as
crazy sexy as it gets. Isadora Fuentes will do anything to find her missing sister, even slip on a bikini and serve drinks at the strip club where
her sister worked. But when Andre, the Russian giant who runs the joint, instructs Izzy, aka "Wild Style," to strip for a federal agent and make a
compromising video, Izzy balks…until Andre hints he has information on Izzy's sister—for the price of the tape. Special Agent Flynn Ryker is a
loner by choice, but when his buddy gets engaged, he shows up at Surf’s Up Strip Club in San Francisco for the bachelor party of a lifetime.
What he doesn’t expect is his immediate attraction to a saucy little stripper named Wild Style. When she attempts to slip him a roofie and
videotape him in bed, Flynn has two options: Haul her pretty little ass in and arrest her or go along with the sting and see where it leads…
Working together to solve the disappearance of her half sister, Isadora Fuentes and Special Agent Flynn Ryker may disagree on tactics, but
there's no denying the sizzling chemistry between them. Will the secrets they hide from each other ruin their chance for love? “Tabke’s edgy
and delicious tales hold a top spot on my must-read list!” ~ Sylvia Day “No one writes hot cops better than Karin Tabke.” Bella Andre
A Dark Kiss of Rapture Sylvia Day 2011-10 Of all the Fallen, Raze's hungers are some of the darkest and most insatiable. His brazen
seductions cost him his wings, leaving him soulless and immortal, the most dangerous of seducers. He has roamed the earth for eons, hunting
the rogues of his kind and protecting the humans who provide him with blood and sex. He is content with his life and the transient pleasures that
flow through it... until one night and one woman change everything. Kimberly McAdams is smart, beautiful, and wealthy. She can have any man
she wants, but the moment she sets eyes on the lethally stunning Raze she knows he's the man she needs. As one searingly erotic night burns
into something deeper and far more vital than either of them expected, an adversary from Raze's past sees a chance for revenge. Twisted by
hatred, she will take from Raze what was taken from her--the precious gift of love.
Night Owl M. Pierce 2014-02-11 "Tautly written, complex, and vibrating with a dark sensuality that will have you at once blushing and anxious.
You'll think you have this book pegged . . . but you'll be wrong."-Christina Lauren, New York Times, USA Today, and international bestselling
authors of The Beautiful Bastard series From bestselling ebook author M. Pierce comes Night Owl, the first novel in a provocative erotic trilogy
where an anonymous online writing partnership turns into an uncontrollable, passionate obsession At twenty-eight, Matt Sky has the perfect life.
He has a beautiful girlfriend, a massive inheritance, and four national bestsellers-all penned under his airtight alias, M. Pierce. At twenty-seven,
Hannah Catalano is a train wreck. Her boyfriend is a deadbeat and her job is abysmal. Matt and Hannah meet online as writing partners. Their
relationship is safe, anonymous, and innocent... Until Matt sees a picture of Hannah. Hannah's picture sparks an attraction Matt is powerless to
ignore. When circumstance brings Matt and Hannah together, the strangers begin a love story that's passionate, poignant, unforgettable, and
unstoppable.
Reflected in You Sylvia Day 2012-10-02 The sensual saga of Eva and Gideon continues in the second novel in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Crossfire series. Gideon Cross. As beautiful and flawless on the outside as he was damaged and tormented on the inside. He was a
bright, scorching flame that singed me with the darkest of pleasures. I couldn't stay away. I didn't want to. He was my addiction...my every
desire...mine. My past was as violent as his, and I was just as broken. We’d never work. It was too hard, too painful...except when it was
perfect. Those moments when the driving hunger and desperate love were the most exquisite insanity. We were bound by our need. And our
passion would take us beyond our limits to the sweetest, sharpest edge of obsession...
Dustborn Erin Bowman 2021-04-20 Delta of Dead River sets out to rescue her family from a ruthless dictator rising to power in the Wastes and
discovers a secret that will reshape her world in this postapocalyptic Western mashup for fans of Mad Max and Gunslinger Girl. Delta of Dead
River has always been told to hide her back, where a map is branded on her skin to a rumored paradise called the Verdant. In a wasteland
plagued by dust squalls, geomagnetic storms, and solar flares, many would kill for it--even if no one can read it. So when raiders sent by a man
known as the General attack her village, Delta suspects he is searching for her. Delta sets out to rescue her family but quickly learns that in the
Wastes no one can be trusted--perhaps not even her childhood friend, Asher, who has been missing for nearly a decade. If Delta can trust
Asher, she just might decode the map and trade evidence of the Verdant to the General for her family. What Delta doesn't count on is what
waits at the Verdant: a long-forgotten secret that will shake the foundation of her entire world.
Mexican Gothic Silvia Moreno-Garcia 2020-06-30 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “It’s Lovecraft meets the Brontës in Latin America, and
after a slow-burn start Mexican Gothic gets seriously weird.”—The Guardian IN DEVELOPMENT AS A HULU ORIGINAL LIMITED SERIES
PRODUCED BY KELLY RIPA AND MARK CONSUELOS • WINNER OF THE LOCUS AWARD • NOMINATED FOR THE BRAM STOKER
AWARD ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New Yorker, Vanity Fair, NPR, The Washington Post, Tordotcom, Marie Claire, Vox,
Mashable, Men’s Health, Library Journal, Book Riot, LibraryReads An isolated mansion. A chillingly charismatic aristocrat. And a brave socialite
drawn to expose their treacherous secrets. . . . From the author of Gods of Jade and Shadow comes “a terrifying twist on classic gothic horror”
(Kirkus Reviews) set in glamorous 1950s Mexico. After receiving a frantic letter from her newly-wed cousin begging for someone to save her
from a mysterious doom, Noemí Taboada heads to High Place, a distant house in the Mexican countryside. She’s not sure what she will
find—her cousin’s husband, a handsome Englishman, is a stranger, and Noemí knows little about the region. Noemí is also an unlikely rescuer:
She’s a glamorous debutante, and her chic gowns and perfect red lipstick are more suited for cocktail parties than amateur sleuthing. But she’s
also tough and smart, with an indomitable will, and she is not afraid: Not of her cousin’s new husband, who is both menacing and alluring; not of
his father, the ancient patriarch who seems to be fascinated by Noemí; and not even of the house itself, which begins to invade Noemi’s dreams
with visions of blood and doom. Her only ally in this inhospitable abode is the family’s youngest son. Shy and gentle, he seems to want to help
Noemí, but might also be hiding dark knowledge of his family’s past. For there are many secrets behind the walls of High Place. The family’s

once colossal wealth and faded mining empire kept them from prying eyes, but as Noemí digs deeper she unearths stories of violence and
madness. And Noemí, mesmerized by the terrifying yet seductive world of High Place, may soon find it impossible to ever leave this enigmatic
house behind. “It’s as if a supernatural power compels us to turn the pages of the gripping Mexican Gothic.”—The Washington Post “Mexican
Gothic is the perfect summer horror read, and marks Moreno-Garcia with her hypnotic and engaging prose as one of the genre’s most exciting
talents.”—Nerdist “A period thriller as rich in suspense as it is in lush ’50s atmosphere.”—Entertainment Weekly
Aftershock Sylvia Day 2014-03-01 #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Sylvia Day, America's premier author of provocative fiction delivers
the dramatic finale to a series set within the inner circle of glamour, sex and privilege. Now an original movie from PassionFlix. When it came to
playing games, my lover Jax was a master strategist. He pulled strings behind the closed doors of D.C.'s most powerful political players, and
somehow still found time to nearly sideline my career. What he didn't know was that when I didn't like the rules, I threw them out and made my
own. I wasn't going to let Jax get away with it. I wasn't going to let him get away at all. I loved Jax enough that it was impossible to give up. Jax
loved me enough that giving up was the only end he'd consider. He didn't think I could swim with the sharks. It was entirely my pleasure to show
him that I'd already dived in...
Raine on Me Laurann Dohner 2016-03-07 Brit wants to get on with her life and leave her rough past far behind. Most of the cowboys who end
up in her care are cranky old ex-rodeo stars. But not the new guy. He's a tall, mouthwatering hunk with the hottest body she's ever seen. And
she can see it all, since not one inch of that incredible flesh is hidden from her gaze. The blunt, crude man shocks Brit a bit when he flat-out
tries to get her into his bed...immediately.Brit is the sexiest woman River has ever come across. Every time he thinks he's starting to tame her,
she tries to bolt from his life. He's a man who always gets what he wants and the more time he spends with the mouthy, stubborn woman, the
more convinced he becomes that he can never give her up. Good thing for him he's not above chaining a woman to his bed if that's what it
takes to keep her right where he wants her--under him.
Florida Lauren Groff 2018-06-05 **A BARACK OBAMA BOOK OF THE YEAR** **2018 National Book Awards Finalist** In these vigorous
stories, Lauren Groff brings her electric storytelling to a world in which storms, snakes and sinkholes lurk at the edge of everyday life, but the
greater threats are of a human, emotional and psychological nature. Among those navigating it all are a resourceful pair of abandoned sisters; a
lonely boy, grown up; a restless, childless couple; a searching, homeless woman; and an unforgettable conflicted wife and mother. The stories
in this collection span characters, towns, even centuries, but Florida – its landscape, climate, history and state of mind – becomes the
gravitational centre. With shocking accuracy, Groff pinpoints the connections behind human pleasure and pain, hope and despair, love and fury
– the moments that make us alive. 'Restorative fiction for these urgent times.' New York Times ‘A blistering collection ... lyrical and oblique.'
Guardian
Dane's Storm Mia Sheridan 2018-09-17 A gripping, exquisitely romantic new standalone by New York Times bestselling author Mia Sheridan.
Dane was her first kiss and the only man she ever loved . . . until their marriage crashed and burned. Now Audra has built a quiet life for herself
running a flower shop she's put her whole heart into. But Audra is left reeling when an unexpected circumstance brings Dane back into her
world. He's still as breathtaking as he ever was, and he still affects her more than any man she's ever known. Yet learning to trust him again
could be a matter of life and death . . . When Dane offers to fly his ex-wife from California to Colorado to help correct a wrong, he never
imagined the harrowing twist of fate awaiting them. When their plane goes down in the snowy mountain wilderness, Dane and Audra are
stranded with no one to turn to but each other. Will their second crash end their lives—or save their souls? THIS IS A STAND-ALONE SIGN OF
LOVE NOVEL, INSPIRED BY CANCER. New Adult Contemporary Romance: Due to strong language and sexual content, this book is not
intended for readers under the age of 18.
Four Nights with the Duke Eloisa James 2015-03-31 Eloisa James returns with another fabulous romance in her New York Times bestselling
Desperate Duchesses series! As a young girl, Emilia Gwendolyn Carrington told the annoying future Duke of Pindar that she would marry any
man in the world before him—so years later she is horrified to realize that she has nowhere else to turn. Evander Septimus Brody has his own
reasons for agreeing to Mia's audacious proposal, but there's one thing he won't give his inconvenient wife: himself. Instead, he offers Mia a
devil's bargain . . . he will spend four nights a year with her. Four nights, and nothing more. And those only when she begs for them. Which Mia
will never do. Now Vander faces the most crucial challenge of his life: he must seduce his own wife in order to win her heart—and no matter
what it takes, this is the one battle he can't afford to lose.
Just Kids Patti Smith 2010-01-19 It was the summer Coltrane died, the summer of love and riots, and the summer when a chance encounter in
Brooklyn led two young people on a path of art, devotion, and initiation. Patti Smith would evolve as a poet and performer, and Robert
Mapplethorpe would direct his highly provocative style toward photography. Bound in innocence and enthusiasm, they traversed the city from
Coney Island to Forty-second Street, and eventually to the celebrated round table of Max's Kansas City, where the Andy Warhol contingent held
court. In 1969, the pair set up camp at the Hotel Chelsea and soon entered a community of the famous and infamous—the influential artists of
the day and the colorful fringe. It was a time of heightened awareness, when the worlds of poetry, rock and roll, art, and sexual politics were
colliding and exploding. In this milieu, two kids made a pact to take care of each other. Scrappy, romantic, committed to create, and fueled by
their mutual dreams and drives, they would prod and provide for one another during the hungry years. Just Kids begins as a love story and
ends as an elegy. It serves as a salute to New York City during the late sixties and seventies and to its rich and poor, its hustlers and hellions. A
true fable, it is a portrait of two young artists' ascent, a prelude to fame.
Master of the Mountain Cherise Sinclair 2014-08-08 "Master of the Mountain is, quite simply, a beautiful book. Cherise Sinclair swept me away
with her perfect blending of tenderness, healing, erotic discovery, and romance." ~Joyfully Reviewed BOOK DESCRIPTION: Rebecca thinks
she is overweight and boring. Logan disagrees. When Rebecca’s lover talks her into a mountain lodge vacation with his swing club, she soon
learns she’s not cut out for playing musical beds. But with her boyfriend “entertaining” in their cabin, she has nowhere to sleep. Logan, the lodge
owner, finds her freezing on the porch. After hauling her inside, he warms her in his own bed, and there the experienced Dominant discovers
that Rebecca might not be a swinger…but she is definitely a submissive. Rebecca believes that no one can love her plump, scarred body.
Logan disagrees. He loves her curves, and under his skilled hands, Rebecca loses not only her inhibitions, but also her heart. Logan knows
they have no future. Damaged from the war, he considers himself too dangerous to be in any relationship. Once the weekend is over, he’ll have
to send the city-girl subbie back to her own world. But will driving her away protect Rebecca or scar them both? "Readers can’t help but fall
under this author’s spell as she creates magic with another deliciously scandalous book to delight in. Ms. Sinclair’s plots are always fresh,
intelligent, sensual, and emotionally moving." ~The Romance Studio THE MOUNTAIN MASTERS & DARK HAVEN series Mountain Masters:
High in the Sierra mountains, Jake and Logan Hunt run a wilderness lodge that caters to alternative lifestyles–especially BDSM. Dark Haven:
Set in a BDSM club in San Francisco, the Doms of Dark Haven are experienced, powerfull—and edgy. Although each book is stand-alone,
they’re fun to read in order, because of the recurring characters. Book 1: Master of the Mountain Book 2: Simon Says: Mine (novella) Book 3:
Master of the Abyss Book 4: Master of the Dark Side (novella) Book 5: My Liege of Dark Haven Book 6: Edge of the Enforcer Book 7: Master of
Freedom Keywords: BDSM, erotic romance, dominance, male Dom, dominant hero, submission, alpha male, bondage, spanking,
The Bride Stripped Bare Nikki Gemmell 2012-05-29 A woman disappears, leaving behind an incendiary diary chronicling a journey of sexual
awakening. To all who knew her, she was the good wife: happy, devoted, content. But the diary reveals a secret self, one who's discovered that
her new marriage contains mysteries of its own. She has discovered a forgotten Elizabethan manuscript that dares to speak of what women
truly desire, and inspired by its revelations, she tastes for the first time the intoxicating power of knowing what she wants and how to get it. The
question is: How long can she sustain a perilous double life?
Luca Sarah Castille 2017-06-27 The mafia men of New York Times bestselling author Sarah Castille’s Ruin & Revenge series are hard, hot,
and ruthless. They show no weakness and take no prisoners. But the right woman can soften their stone cold hearts and make them come alive

with dark desire. Luca Rizzoli was nearly destroyed by a brutal betrayal that cost him his family. Now a ruthless crime boss in Las Vegas, he
lets nothing touch his frozen heart...until a smoldering encounter with a beautiful stranger ignites his passion. One night isn’t enough for a man
who takes what he wants—and Luca will do whatever he can to possess his mysterious temptress... Police detective Gabrielle Fawkes lives for
revenge. She lost everything at the hands of an unforgiving ruler of the Vegas underworld. Now she wants to see him six feet under. But when a
near-fatal attack leads her into Luca’s arms, what was meant to be one night of unbridled passion becomes something forbiddingly more. Luca
has his own agenda, but when strong, determined, kick-ass detective Gaby sets her sights on her target, Luca feels compelled to stand by her
side and protect her at all costs. However, pursuing danger comes at a high price—and both Gaby and Luca must work together in order to
eliminate the dark enterprise that threatens them, in Luca by Sarah Castille.
Devoured Emily Snow 2013-02-21 The USA TODAY bestseller that introduced Sienna Jensen and Lucas Wolfe and launched new adult
romance novelist Emily Snow. Sienna’s dreams lie in California, but when she discovers her grandmother’s Nashville home has been
foreclosed, she has no other choice than to move back to Music City, where she comes face-to-face with the flawed, gorgeous man she never
thought she’d see again—and who now holds the deed to her grandma’s estate. Millionaire rock star Lucas Wolfe is just as surprised to find the
outspoken redhead glaring at him from across a courtroom. He still can’t get the night Sienna spent with him out of his mind, and the chemistry
between them is as undeniable as ever. Now, Lucas is determined to do whatever it takes to lure Sienna into his bed, so he makes a deal with
her: if she spends ten days with him, playing by his rules, he’ll hand over the deed to her grandmother’s home. Though she agrees to the
arrangement for her family’s sake, Sienna struggles with the promises she’s made to herself and a past that still haunts her. As Lucas’s game of
seduction continues and Sienna is introduced to his dark, erotic world, she realizes that at any moment, she could be devoured.
Love Unrehearsed Tina Reber 2013-01-29 After a whirlwind romance, Taryn Mitchell finds herself married to A-list movie star Ryan
Christensen, but must figure out how a small-town girl like herself fits into his glittering world filled with paparazzi, on-set temptations and
jealous fans. Original.
Paper Towns John Green 2013 Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling
author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of
legend at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot
help but follow. But the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in her
disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he
becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-ofage story.
Falling Into You Jasinda Wilder 2014-11-13 I wasn't always in love with Colton Calloway; I was in love with his younger brother, Kyle, first. Kyle
was my first one true love, my first in every way. Then, one stormy August night, he died, and the person I was died with him. Colton didn't
teach me how to live. He didn't heal the pain. He didn't make it okay. He taught me how to hurt, how to not be okay, and, eventually, how to let
go. Nell Hawthorne is in love with her life-long best friend, Kyle Calloway. Things are great, and they're in love, young, full of promise. Then Kyle
dies in a tragic accident and Nell is forever changed. She meets Kyle's older brother Colton at the funeral, and there's a spark, but it's wrong
and they both know it. The moment passes, and they both move on with life. A couple years later, they meet again in New York City, and Colton
realizes that Nell has never really gotten over Kyle's death, and seems to be harboring a deeply rooted pain, something like guilt, perhaps. He
knows he shouldn't get involved, but he can't help himself. Trust doesn't come easily for either of them, and they both have demons, Colton
especially. Together, they learn the purpose of pain and the meaning of healing, and the importance of forgiveness.
Carnal Thirst Sylvia Day 2006-11-01 MISLED Special Task Force agent Derek Atkinson has a craving for luscious vampire Sable Taylor. But
Sable's a bounty hunter, which makes him direct competition in the capture of wanted criminals. Despite the obvious attraction between them,
she won't give him a chance and after two years, he's tired of waiting for her to come around. So he's got a plan to give them both what they
want... each other. Sable's on a dangerous mission. She's not who Derek thinks she is, so anything personal just isn't possible. But like most
master vampires, Derek's wily and used to having his way. When he traps her on his ship, she decides to indulge. Two straight days of mindblowing sex should be enough, but it isn't, not for either of them. Her heart is involved now, but Sable can't let Derek get too close. If he finds
out what she's doing, he'll never forgive her. Derek, however, refuses to let go. Now he's getting shot at and asking questions she shouldn't
answer. Sable has to reveal the truth... Derek's love has been misled... KISS OF THE NIGHT Special Task Force agent Alexei Night has had a
crush on Interstellar Council Representative Briana Michaels ever since the first time he saw her on the vid comm. But their lives are worlds
apart. He's a vampire. She's not. There's no possibility of a relationship between them. Yet he still dreams of her... When Briana's unpopular
position supporting vampiric rights threatens her family, Alex leaps at the chance to protect her and be with her. It's a two-week journey to her
homeworld, and he'll spend it making love with the woman he can't keep, trying to get enough of her to last an eternity. Their erotic connection
is easily established but their bond doesn't overshadow the danger surrounding Briana. A hopeless romance with a woman whose mortal life is
threatened... Things can't get any worse for Alex. And then somehow...they do.
Rewire Your Brain John B. Arden, PhD 2010-03-22 How to rewire your brain to improve virtually every aspect of your life-based on the latest
research in neuroscience and psychology on neuroplasticity and evidence-based practices Not long ago, it was thought that the brain you were
born with was the brain you would die with, and that the brain cells you had at birth were the most you would ever possess. Your brain was
thought to be “hardwired” to function in predetermined ways. It turns out that's not true. Your brain is not hardwired, it's "softwired" by
experience. This book shows you how you can rewire parts of the brain to feel more positive about your life, remain calm during stressful times,
and improve your social relationships. Written by a leader in the field of Brain-Based Therapy, it teaches you how to activate the parts of your
brain that have been underactivated and calm down those areas that have been hyperactivated so that you feel positive about your life and
remain calm during stressful times. You will also learn to improve your memory, boost your mood, have better relationships, and get a good
night sleep. Reveals how cutting-edge developments in neuroscience, and evidence-based practices can be used to improve your everyday life
Other titles by Dr. Arden include: Brain-Based Therapy-Adult, Brain-Based Therapy-Child, Improving Your Memory For Dummies and Heal Your
Anxiety Workbook Dr. Arden is a leader in integrating the new developments in neuroscience with psychotherapy and Director of Training in
Mental Health for Kaiser Permanente for the Northern California Region Explaining exciting new developments in neuroscience and their
applications to daily living, Rewire Your Brain will guide you through the process of changing your brain so you can change your life and be free
of self-imposed limitations.
Mine to Hold Shayla Black 2012-06-05 A friend’s duty. Tyler Murphy was an LAPD detective, single and happy—until a near-fatal tragedy
crippled his friend, fellow detective Eric Catalano. While Tyler supported Eric, he also became a shoulder for Eric’s wife, Delaney, to lean on.
But with one naughty suggestion from Eric, a drunken night with Delaney spilled into erotic abandon. Before it was over, Tyler saw his best
friend’s wife as a woman and yearned for more. When Eric struggled to deal with the aftermath, Delaney begged Tyler to leave. Crushed, he
fled to Louisiana, hoping to escape his longing for the one woman he could never have again…and unaware of what he’d left behind. A lover’s
desire. After two years of living with regret, Tyler finds Delaney on his doorstep, her husband having abandoned her long ago. She’s protecting
a shocking secret and desperately needs refuge from a stalker determined to see her dead. As they fight to stay alive and catch the killer, they
struggle to resolve the guilt of their past pleasures. But they can’t deny that what was once a spark is now a flame burning out of control. To
possess Delaney—body and soul—Tyler must heal her pain and thwart the evil that’s a mere breath behind her… MATURE AUDIENCE
Duchess By Night Eloisa James 2009-10-13 A Mischievous Charade . . . Harriet, Duchess of Berrow, is tired of her title and the responsibilities
that come along with it. Enough with proper tea parties and elegant balls; what Harriet really wants is to attend an outrageous soiree where she
can unleash her wildest whims and desires. But to attend such an event—especially if the event in question is Lord Justinian Strange's rollicking

fete, filled with noble rogues and rotters, risqué ladies and illicit lovers—would be certain scandal. That's why she must disguise herself . . .
Looking forward to a night of uninhibited pleasure, Lord Strange is shocked to discover that beneath the clothes of a no-good rake is the most
beautiful woman in the room. Why is a woman like her risking her reputation at his notorious affair? And can he possibly entice her to stay . . .
forever?
The Mysterious Moonstone Eric Luper 2016-04-26 Neither Cleo nor Evan like the new school librarian, Ms. Crowley, but they are very curious
about where she disappears to at the back of the library, so one day they follow her--and find a secret door, a magical library full of locked
books, and a letter from the previous librarian telling them that she is trapped somewhere between the covers of one of the enchanted books,
and they must travel through the stories in order to save her.
A Duke of Her Own Eloisa James 2009-08-04 A duke must choose wisely . . . Leopold Dautry, the notorious Duke of Villiers, must wed quickly
and nobly—and his choices, alas, are few. The Duke of Montague's daughter, Eleanor, is exquisitely beautiful and fiercely intelligent. Villiers
betroths himself to her without further ado. After all, no other woman really qualifies. Lisette, the outspoken daughter of the Duke of Gilner,
cares nothing for clothing or decorum. She's engaged to another man, and doesn't give a fig for status or title. Half the ton believes Lisette
mad—and Villiers is inclined to agree. Torn between logic and passion, between intelligence and imagination, Villiers finds himself drawn to the
very edge of impropriety. But it is not until he's in a duel to the death, fighting for the reputation of the woman he loves, that Villiers finally
realizes that the greatest risk may not be in the dueling field . . . But in the bedroom. And the heart.
Eighty Days Yellow Vina Jackson 2012 Caught in a frustrating relationship with a man who can't accept her for who she is, passionate, flamehaired violinist Summer Zahova finds release in her music. She spends her afternoons playing for money in the London Underground, lost in
the works of Vivaldi or Mendelssohn. When her violin is damaged beyond repair, Summer receives a surprising proposition from Dominik, a
university professor with powerful desires, who has been captivated by Summer ever since he heard her perform. Dominik will replace her
priceless violin, but only if she agrees to play for him in a private concert. Unable to deny the chemistry between them, Dominik and Summer
embark on an intense affair full of daring twists and turns, as unpredictable as it is thrilling. For Summer it is a chance to finally embrace her
long-denied dark side, but she'll soon learn that where there's pleasure there must be pain. Can a relationship born of such all-consuming
passion ever really survive? Exhilarating, seductive, and tantalizingly bold, Eighty Days Yellow will leave you breathless for more. "Fun, frisky,
and grown-up. It's refreshing to see female desire comes in more shades than just grey!" -Belle de Jour "If you're a fan of the Fifty Shades
series, you'll love the first installment of this new trilogy about the turbulent and sexually charged relationship between two strangers. It's
seriously addictive stuff, so get stuck in." -Look Vina Jackson is the pseudonym for two established writers working together for the first time.
One is a successful author; the other a published writer who is also a financial professional in London.
Arrangement The S. Day 2021-08 Includes excerpts from other titles by the authors.
All Revved Up Sylvia Day 2011 On the eve of his thirtieth birthday, Miguel Santos leaves his high-powered life behind for a visit to the small
town he grew up in... and the high school sweetheart whose wild passion he's never stopped craving. Faith Bennett loved Miguel the moment
she saw him. But she always knew his future was in New York, while hers was tied to the auto shop that was her close-knit family's livelihood.
Pushing him away nearly broke her, but when he took her heart with him, he left something precious behind. Now he's back, demanding her
body, her desire, her very soul as retribution for the pain he still carries. He won't settle for anything less than everything she's got, but she still
can't leave with him and he still can't stay, and their past has secrets too explosive to share.
His Natural Life Marcus Clarke 1875
The Pawn Skye Warren 2016-12-06 "Wickedly brilliant, dark and addictive!" - Jodi Ellen Malpas, #1 New York Times bestselling author The
price of survival... Gabriel Miller swept into my life like a storm. He tore down my father with cold retribution, leaving him penniless in a hospital
bed. I quit my private all-girl's college to take care of the only family I have left. There's one way to save our house, one thing I have left of
value. My virginity. A forbidden auction... Gabriel appears at every turn. He seems to take pleasure in watching me fall. Other times he's the
only kindness in a brutal underworld. Except he's playing a deeper game than I know. Every move brings us together, every secret rips us
apart. And when the final piece is played, only one of us can be left standing. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * THE PAWN is a full-length contemporary
novel from New York Times bestselling author Skye Warren about revenge and seduction in the game of love. It's the first book in the
captivating ENDGAME trilogy. "Sinfully sexy and darkly beautiful, The Pawn will play games with your heart and leave you craving more!" Laura Kaye, New York Times bestselling author "Edgy, provocative and deeply erotic, The Pawn is one of my top reads of the year! Skye
Warren brings you a sensual battle of wills guaranteed to leave you gasping by the end." - Elle Kennedy, New York Times bestselling author
"Smart, dark, deeply sensual read with characters I fell in love with from the minute they walked onto the page!" - Carly Phillips, New York
Times bestselling author "Positively sinful, and outrageously sexy! Emotions run high and readers will be left gasping." - Lisa Renee Jones, New
York Times bestselling author "Skye Warren's THE PAWN is a triumph of intrigue, angst, and sensual drama. I was clenching everything.
Gabriel and Avery sucked me in from the first few paragraphs and never let go." - Annabel Joseph, New York Times bestselling author "With the
precision of a high-stakes game of Chess, THE PAWN is dark, sexy, and deliciously calculated. Gabriel is the perfect alpha, leaving you reeling
as his dominance, power, and unexpected tenderness creates the ideal mixture.Five glowing stars." - Aleatha Romig, New York Times
bestselling author "A stealthy, sensual, twisted game of cat and mouse that sucked me in completely and had me turning the pages faster and
faster. Cunning and brilliant." - K.L. Kreig, USA Today bestselling author TAGS: free romance books, free romance novels, romance best seller,
modern romance, sensual romance, explicit romance novel, free romance, american romance, dark romance novels, adult romance books,
contemporary romance books, the billionaire romance, revenge romance novel, romance series, free romance trilogy, best romance, romancing
saga, chance romance, steamy romance novel, mystery romance, forbidden romance, taboo romance, romance novels for women, free books
for women, fiction for women, free books 2018, free books for adults, best selling books free, book free
First Thing I See Vi Keeland 2013-01-10 Life changed for me in three days - the day my mother died, the day my dad married Candice and the
day I met Kennedy Jenner. From the moment I saw him, I was drawn to him. Like a moth to a flame, I couldn't keep away from the irresistible
heat of the fire. That knowing, confident smile...those beautiful pale blue eyes...and those dimples....simply delicious. Who could resist such a
beautiful strong man? Hope York transformed herself from boring small town girl into a flawless beauty on the outside. But inside, she never
changed. Kennedy Jenner was a successful, wealthy and jaw dropping handsome man that could have whatever he wanted, on his own terms.
And he wanted Hope. But would he still want her after he saw her for who she really was, instead of what she carefully planned for everyone to
see? And will his own secret past stand in his way for getting what he really wants?
Steal This Book Abbie Hoffman 2014-04-01 Steal this book
An Affair Before Christmas Eloisa James 2009-10-13 Magic under the mistletoe . . . One spectacular Christmas, Lady Perdita Selby, known to
her friends and family as Poppy, met the man she thought she would love forever. The devilishly attractive Duke of Fletcher was the perfect
match for the innocent, breathtakingly beautiful young Englishwoman, and theirs was the most romantic wedding she had ever seen. Four years
later, Poppy and the duke have become the toast of the ton . . . but behind closed doors the spark of their love affair has burned out. Unwilling
to lose the woman he still lusts after, the duke is determined to win back his beguiling bride's delectable affections . . . and surpass the heady
days of first love with a truly sinful seduction.
The Crossfire Series Books 1-3 by Sylvia Day Sylvia Day 2013-06-04 Experience the passion of Eva and Gideon—in the first three intensely
sensual Crossfire novels by #1 New York Times bestselling author Sylvia Day—Bared to You, Reflected in You, and Entwined with You. Praise
for the Crossfire Series “A steamy read that will have you furiously flipping pages.”—Glamour “A highly charged story that flows and hits the
mark.”—Kirkus Reviews “Erotic romance that should not be missed.”—Romance Novel News “The steamy sex scenes and intriguing plot twists

will have readers clamoring for more.”—Library Journal
When the Duke Returns Eloisa James 2009-10-06 The Duchess of Cosway yearns for a man she has never met . . . her husband. Married by
proxy as a child, Lady Isidore has spent years fending off lecherous men in every European court while waiting to meet her husband. She's
determined to accept him, no matter how unattractive the duke turns out to be. When she finally lures Simeon Jermyn back to London, his dark
handsomeness puts Isidore's worst fears to rest—until disaster strikes. The duke demands an annulment. Forsaking his adventuresome past,
Simeon has returned to London ready to embrace the life of a proper duke, only to find that his supposed wife is too ravishing, too headstrong,
and too sensual to be the docile duchess he has in mind. But Isidore will not give up her claim to the title—or him—without a fight. She will do
whatever it takes to capture Simeon's heart, even if it means sacrificing her virtue. After all, a consummated marriage cannot be annulled. Yet in
forcing Simeon into a delicious surrender, will Isidore risk not only her dignity—but her heart?
The Yellow Wallpaper CHARLOTTE PERKINS GILMAN 2021-01-01 The Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkins Gilman The Yellow Wallpaper
is a 6,000-word short story by the American writer Charlotte Perkins Gilman, first published in January 1892 in The New England Magazine. It is
regarded as an important early work of American feminist literature for it's portrayal of how women's health (both physical and mental) were
perceived in the 19th century. Written as a collection of journal entries, the story details the narrator's descent into madness. Her husband has
rented a mansion for the summer. A physician, he has forbidden his wife from working or writing whilst she recovers from depression. The
Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkins Gilman She offers up many suggestions that might help her, such as exercising and socialising, but she
is dismissed as not able to offer ideas on her own condition. Alone in the upstairs nursery, our narrator becomes fixated on the wallpaper in the
room, describing in detail it's colour, smell, and pattern. Eventually, she begins to see a figure in the design, and comes to believe that there is a
woman behind it; a woman who, like her, was confined there against her will. Charlotte Perkins Gilman said that the idea for the story came
from her own experience as a patient who suffered years of depression. Like Jane in the book, she had been prescribed a 'rest' from work, and
was only allowed 2 hours of mental stimulation a day.
Cat Chase the Moon Shirley Rousseau Murphy 2019-04-23 Feline P. I. Joe Grey and his friends pounce on three investigations that may
connect to one larger mystery—including one case that is very personal—in this hair-raising installment in Shirley Rousseau Murphy’s beloved,
award-winning series. Joe Grey and his partner, Dulcie, are frantic when Courtney, their pretty teen-kitten goes missing. Aided by their two- and
four-legged friends, they hit the streets of Molina Point in search of their calico girl. Has Joe Grey and Dulcie’s only daughter been lured away
by someone and stolen? Is she lying somewhere hurt, or worse? Courtney has no idea that everyone is desperately looking for her. Locked in
an upstairs apartment above the local antiques shop, she’s enjoying her first solo adventure. When she first met Ulrich Seaver, the shop’s
owner, Courtney was frightened. But the human has coddled and pampered her, winning her trust. Sheltered by her parents, her brothers, and
her kind human companions, the innocent Courtney is unaware of how deceptive strangers can be. She doesn’t know that Ulrich is hiding a
dangerous secret that could threaten her and everyone in this charming California coastal village. With his focus on finding Courtney, Joe Grey
has neglected his detective work with the Molina Point Police Department. Before his daughter disappeared, Joe found a viciously beaten
woman lying near the beach. Now the police investigation has stalled, and the clever feline worries his human colleagues may have missed a
vital clue. Joe is also concerned about a family of newcomers whose domestic battles are disturbing the town’s tranquility. Loud and abrasive,
the Luthers’ angry arguing, shouting, and swearing in the early hours of the night have neighbors on edge and the cops on alert. One of the
couple’s late-night shouting matches masked the sounds of a burglary, and now a criminal is on the loose. Though the crimes are as
crisscrossed as the strands of a ball of yarn, Joe Grey’s cat senses tell him they may somehow be linked. It’s up to the fleet-footed feline and
his crime-solving coterie to untangle the mysteries before it’s too late.
Strip Search Shayla Black 2013 Going undercover as a male exotic dancer to nab a Mafia kingpin, Mark Sullivan enters into a passionate affair
with Vegas club owner Nicki DiStefano, whose own secrets complicate the mission. By the best-selling author of the Wicked Lovers series.
Original. 50,000 first printing.
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